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ULTRAFINE CANADIAN GLACIAL OCEANIC CLAY
We TRIED it…. We LOVE it … We WANT it

Glacial Oceanic Clay is a mineral rich clay found uniquely in the province of British Columbia. The
clay, deposited as sediment in the ocean, is enriched with beneficial phytoplankton. It is a totally
naturally sourced product which is scooped then dried naturally by Ironwood Clay Company in
Canada. Glacial Oceanic clay rests beneath a blanket of humus and is constantly refreshed by the
ocean. This precious material is collected with every precaution taken to ensure that the pristine site
is preserved forever. The Clay is harvested with zero ecological footprint.
The claims made about this product by Ironwood Clay Company were impressive therefore before
going any further my colleagues and I tested the Powder Glacial Oceanic clay for the last 2 weeks.
Glacial Oceanic Clay Face Mask – straight from the pack into a bowl then on your skin.
In a bowl add some water to the fine particles of clay just enough to obtain a malleable paste.
Spread a thick layer of clay with the fingertips or a spatula on to the face avoiding the fine skin
around the eyes. First noticeable feeling: pleasant cool sensation followed by a tingly one (the mask
acts on pores to deep clean the oily wastes). We left the mask clay on for 15mns. None of us
experienced any tightness or any pulling of the skin; which is a characteristic to clay masks when
they start drying out; in fact when it was time to remove the mask, the clay was still moist.
Result: Astonishing! Noticeable tightening of the pores size resulted in a visible reduction of sebum
production on the T-zone, the skin felt firmer, hydrated, rejuvenated, revitalised all these just after
the first application. At the end of 2 weeks or 4 masks clay later the skin tone is brighter as we
realised that besides being a natural cleanser the clay mask cleared away dead skin cells.
Conclusion: A superior product with impressive results - hydration up, sebum and oil down, the skin
feels comfortable and moist. This product is a true gift from nature to us.
Ironwood claim that the osmotic power of the clay pulls moisture up from deep inner tissues to
hydrate the surface of the skin and also cleans the skin without dehydrating it; we concur with their
claim as we experienced it first-hand. This product is a must for open-pored, acne-prone skin types.
Glacier Oceanic Clay has a therapeutic effect on eczema prone skin (and my sun damaged skin) and
calm down sensitive skin.
With much anticipation, we are expecting to receive our first batches of powdered Glacial Oceanic Clay and
also the Glacial Oceanic Wet Clay (Sea Silt) -

Packing: Glacial Oceanic Clay Powder 1kg and 10kg
Glacial Oceanic Wet Clay (Sea Silt) 1kg and 25kg packs
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